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ABSTRACT

We use a regional model of atmospheric chemistry and transport to investigate trends in sulphur and nitrogen

deposition over Europe during the first half of the 21st century. To assess changes due to climate change, the

model was operated with meteorology from a regional climate model simulating present and future climates.

The sensitivity of the deposition calculations to uncertainties in the climate projections was explored by using

output from three different climate models. Changes in anthropogenic air pollution emissions in Europe were

extracted from the gridded RCP4.5 emission inventory. The modelling systems were evaluated by comparing

average modelled precipitation, deposition and concentrations over a 20-year period with observations

collected around the year 2000. We conclude that the deposition of sulphur and nitrogen containing species will

mainly be governed by changes in European emissions of these species over the period 2000�2050. If future
emissions follow the pathway of the RCP4.5 scenario, Europe can expect significantly lower deposition of

sulphur and oxidised nitrogen in 2050 compared to 2000. For reduced nitrogen, large areas of western Europe

will receive considerably more deposition in 2050 than in 2000, due to feedback of decreased sulphur

concentrations on the atmospheric turnover time of reduced nitrogen. Domain averaged reductions of total

deposition from 2000 to 2050 are 63, 41 and 0.9% for sulphur, oxidised- and reduced nitrogen, respectively.

Climate change results in decreased wet deposition of sulphur and reduced nitrogen leading to increased

atmospheric turnover time of these species. Climate and emission changes lead to decreased atmospheric

turnover times of reduced nitrogen but increased atmospheric turnover times of sulphur and oxidised nitrogen.

These relations are likely leading to altered source-receptor relations in the future.

Keywords: acidification, air pollution, atmospheric turnover time, CTM, eutrophication, MATCH, modelling,

trend

1. Introduction

Deposition of acidifying and eutrophying species in Europe

is an on-going, insidious process resulting in large-scale

modifications of natural ecosystems (see e.g. Stevens et al.,

2004; Erisman et al., 2008, 2013). Due to the increased

awareness of the possibly even greater threat to the envi-

ronment in Europe � climate change � the issue of de-

teriorating deposition has partly fallen out of fashion

since the 1980s when it peaked (Schöpp et al., 2003).

Climate change and excess deposition are however strongly

linked. Burning of fossil fuel leads to emissions of carbon

dioxide and oxides of sulphur and nitrogen � the latter

species resulting in acidifying and eutrophying deposition.

Most species leading to acidifying and eutrophying deposi-

tion also affect climate � as aerosol particles affecting

clouds and incoming radiation (Fisher et al., 2011), or

through the subsequent impact of acidifying and eutrophy-

ing deposition on vegetation, possibly altering the global

carbon dioxide sink (Reay et al., 2008; De Vries and Posch,

2011). The emission, atmospheric transport, chemical and

physical conversion, and deposition of air pollutants are

strongly dependent on the meteorological conditions of

the atmosphere. This inherent link is manifested in the

substantial variability of observed concentrations and

deposition of air pollutants on time scales ranging from

hours to years. It is therefore reasonable to assume that

changes in climate on global and regional scales will result
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in changes in the distribution and deposition of air

pollutants both globally and over Europe.

The impact of climate change on atmospheric deposition

of air pollutants has been addressed in several recent model

studies (Langner et al., 2005, 2009; Hedegaard et al., 2008,

2013; Hole and Engardt, 2008). Few of the previous studies

have included trends in precursor emissions and were often

restricted to one or two projections of the future climate. In

order to reach a more robust conclusion about the impact

of climate change on future air pollution, it is important to

also address the uncertainty in the climate projections.

Here, we present model simulations of future air pollution

and deposition over Europe using three different climate

projections. We also compare the impact of climate change

on the future deposition with the impact following a par-

ticular scenario of air pollutant emissions in Europe, viz.

the RCP4.5 (Thomson et al., 2011). Changes in deposition

following changes in natural or semi-natural (volcanoes,

oceans, soil, wildfires, lightning, etc.) emissions of sulphur

and nitrogen containing species are not considered in the

present study. The present set-up of our model cannot

handle many of these emissions and it can be argued that

several of these sources are not expected to change

significantly compared to the changes in anthropogenic

emissions during the period studied. Below we will assess

to what extent our simulations of present conditions are

biased by omitting these sources.

In section 2 we describe the set-up, with emphasis

on describing the climate and emission data used in the

present study. Section 3 commences with an evaluation

of the modelling systems, whereby we present the results.

The paper is concluded with a discussion in section 4 and

conclusions, finally, can be found in section 5.

2. Methods

2.1. Climate projections

The present study relies on a subset of the comprehen-

sive ensemble of regional climate simulations for Europe

produced at SMHI (the Swedish Meteorological and

Hydrological Institute) through dynamical downscaling of

a range of global atmosphere and ocean general circula-

tion model (AOGCM) runs (Kjellström et al., 2011). The

regional climate model (RCM) used to downscale the

different AOGCM simulations is the Rossby Centre Re-

gional Climate model version 3, RCA3. Model description

and evaluation of the model performance can be found in

Samuelsson et al. (2011). The ensemble and its general

features are discussed in Kjellström et al. (2011) and Nikulin

et al. (2011). The ensemble was designed to assess three key

sources of uncertainty that affect climate projections from

coupled (i.e. ocean�atmosphere) climate models:

� uncertainties related to AOGCM model formula-

tions,

� uncertainties associated with the greenhouse gas

emissions scenarios used to force the global and

regional climate models,

� uncertainties related to natural variability in the

climate system.

To address these uncertainties, the ensemble includes

downscaled regional climate simulations using boundary

data from: (i) several different AOGCM simulations for

the same greenhouse gas emission scenario; (ii) simulations

where the respective AOGCM was forced with different

emission scenarios; (iii) a set of model runs using the same

AOGCM and emission scenario combination, but with

different pre-industrial initial conditions. In Kjellström

et al. (2011), it was concluded that the spread in the

results mainly comes from the choice of driving AOGCM.

Different emission scenarios become increasingly important

at the end of the 21st century whereas natural variability

may contribute significantly to the uncertainty of the

climate projection during the first decades of the simulation.

To assess the changes in sulphur and nitrogen deposition

from present times to the middle of the 21st century (ca.

2000�2050) due to climate change, we therefore use data

from three members of the RCA3 ensemble, representing

different AOGCM downscaling of the A1B SRES-emission

scenario (Nakićenović and Swart, 2000). The regional cli-

mate simulations chosen for the present study are denoted

CNRM_A1B, ECHAM5_A1B_r3, and HadCM3_A1B_ref

(nos. 1, 11 and 13, respectively, in Table 1 of Kjellström

et al., 2011). All three regional climate simulations result in

significantly increased temperatures across Europe from

2000 to 2050. The pattern and magnitude of the changes are

similar among the simulations; with the largest temperature

increases in the far northeast, connected to future with-

drawal of ice and snow, see Fig. 1. HadCM3_A1B_ref

features the largest warming of the three climate simulations

with annual-mean temperature increases �2K between

2000 and 2050 in large parts of Europe. In CNRM_A1B

temperature increases during the first half of the 21st century

are more modest, around 1K, except in northern Fennos-

candia (cf. Fig. 1). Precipitation changes are more variable

across Europe but in general there are significant increases

of annually accumulated precipitation in the northern part

of the domain and decreases in the south. HadCM3_A1B_

ref again stands out among the climate simulations with

large increase of precipitation over northern Europe.

CNRM_A1B shows relatively small changes in precipita-

tion, and is the only model which features larger areas of

increased precipitation over the Mediterranean.

It should be noted that the downscaling of the three

AOGCMs was performed with only one regional climate
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Table 1. Comparison of MATCH model results with observations collected during 1995�2005

Air concentrations (mg S/N m�3) Wet dep. (mg S/N m�2 yr�1) Conc. prec. (mg S/N l�1)

SO2 NO2 HNO3 NH3 Sulphate Nitrate Ammonium Sulphate Nitrate Ammonium Sulphate Nitrate Ammonium Prec (mm/yr)

Mean

Observations 1.02 2.11 0.21 0.83 0.74 0.45 1.14 407 314 366 0.51 0.37 0.43 892

CNRM_A1B 0.67 1.30 0.10 0.44 0.81 0.45 1.06 605 401 420 0.74 0.57 0.58 918

HadCM3_A1B_ref 0.67 1.35 0.09 0.43 0.75 0.43 1.03 646 419 447 0.74 0.52 0.54 987

ECHAM5_A1B_r3 0.61 1.29 0.09 0.40 0.66 0.38 0.93 617 412 440 0.64 0.45 0.47 1104

RMSE

CNRM_A1B 0.58 1.34 0.13 0.69 0.41 0.28 0.91 435 202 270 0.43 0.29 0.37 421

HadCM3_A1B_ref 0.58 1.35 0.14 0.68 0.37 0.26 0.90 486 220 301 0.40 0.22 0.35 496

ECHAM5_A1B_r3 0.58 1.33 0.13 0.66 0.34 0.24 0.84 435 201 281 0.32 0.18 0.30 534

Bias %

CNRM_A1B �34 �38 �53 �46 8 0 �7 48 27 14 50 51 33 2

HadCM3_A1B_ref �34 �36 �57 �47 0 �4 �10 58 33 22 45 38 23 10

ECHAM5_A1B_r3 �39 �39 �58 �51 �11 �15 �18 51 31 20 24 20 8 23

Spatial corr.

CNRM_A1B 0.69 0.74 0.32 0.68 0.77 0.82 0.75 0.60 0.50 0.47 0.83 0.77 0.73 0.62

HadCM3_A1B_ref 0.74 0.74 0.23 0.67 0.80 0.84 0.75 0.62 0.49 0.49 0.85 0.74 0.71 0.72

ECHAM5_A1B_r3 0.68 0.73 0.17 0.67 0.80 0.83 0.74 0.66 0.55 0.52 0.86 0.76 0.71 0.78

#Stations 71 53 15 11 56 25 24 67 66 66 75 75 75 62

Model running on RCP4.5 emissions for 2000 and meteorology from RCA3 for the period 1990�2009. Mean and RMSE are in the units given in the table header, bias is in per cent of the

observations, spatial correlation (Spearman correlation coefficient) and number of stations are dimensionless.
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model (i.e. RCA3), which means that the regional climate

model uncertainty is not assessed. Several recent studies

(e.g. Beniston et al., 2007; Kjellström et al., 2010) point out

that variation between RCMs can be substantial.

2.2. Chemistry transport model set-up

For the present study we use the regional CTM (chemistry

transport model) MATCH, which is a three-dimensional,

off-line, atmospheric model developed at SMHI. The

model structure, boundary layer parameterisation, advec-

tion scheme, balancing of winds to recover from potential

interpolation errors, etc. are detailed in Robertson et al.

(1999). The dry deposition of gases and aerosols is cal-

culated using a resistance approach depending on land

surface type and taking local stability into account at every

time step. The current set-up discriminates between four

land surface types: (i) water; (ii) low vegetation; (iii) forest;

(iv) no vegetation (i.e. glacier and desert). Dry deposition

is further moderated by snow-covered ground (for O3

only) and by cold temperatures (for NO2, SO2, O3, NH3).

The wet scavenging is assumed to be proportional to

the precipitation intensity for most gaseous and aerosol

components. For O3, H2O2 and SO2, in-cloud scavenging

is calculated assuming Henry’s law equilibrium (Berge,

1993). The chemical scheme in MATCH, based on Simpson

(a)  CNRM_A1B (b)  ECHAM_A1B_r3

–1 0 1 2 3 4 6 108

Kelvin

(c)  HadCM3_A1B_ref

(d)  CNRM_A1B                                                  (e)  ECHAM_A1B_r3                                              

–600 –400 –200 –100 0 100 200 400 800600
mm

(f)  HadCM3_A1B_ref                    

Fig. 1. Change in annual mean 2m temperature (top), and annually accumulated surface precipitation (bottom) from 1990�2009 to

2040�2059. Only changes significant at the p�0.05 level are shown.
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et al. (1993), considers more than 60 species including the

relevant sulphur and nitrogen containing pollutants as

well as all pertinent oxidants. The implementation of the

chemical scheme is described in Langner et al. (1998) and

Andersson et al. (2007). Important model parameters, such

as dry deposition velocities, scavenging coefficients and

boundary concentrations of the chemical species, are given

in Andersson et al. (2007).

The CTM modelling utilises meteorological output

(wind, temperature, relative humidity, cloud cover and

cloud water content) from the lowest 21 model levels, and a

range of two-dimensional surface variables from the RCA3

simulations discussed in section 2.1. Data are available

every 6 hours (3 hours for precipitation), and interpolated

internally in MATCH to 1 hour resolution. The advection

time step in MATCH is 10 minutes; chemistry and de-

position use shorter time steps.

The CTM domain covers Europe and part of the

North Atlantic with a horizontal resolution of 0.448�0.448
(ca. 50 km�50 km; same grid as RCA3). In the vertical

direction, MATCH reaches 5�6 km above the surface using

15 model levels, the lowest model layer being �60m thick,

increasing to �700m in layer 15. More details on the

model set-up can be found in Langner et al. (2012); the

present study is partly based on the simulations performed

in that study.

To evaluate the present modelling setup, we compare the

MATCH results with observed wet deposition and con-

centrations of sulphur and nitrogen compounds in air and

precipitation at EMEP stations across Europe (http://www.

nilu.no/projects/ccc/emepdata.html). We restrict our ana-

lysis to comparing multi-year averages, as we cannot expect

correspondence between model and measurements for

individual years when the CTM is forced with meteorology

from a climate model. In the evaluation of model perfor-

mance, we compare the model results averaged over the

period 1990�2009, using emissions fixed at the RCP4.5

values for the year 2000, with observations from the period

1995�2005. Both periods should be representative of the

conditions around the year 2000. The scarcity of observa-

tions, together with the large trend in emissions during the

1990s is the reason for the shorter observational period.

In the comparison, we have only included stations with at

least 8 years of observational data and at least 80% data

coverage per year.

In the present work, we construct and discuss average

values during two different 20-year periods. The first

period is both used for evaluation of the model perfor-

mance and to define the current (ca. 2000) conditions. The

second period represents the conditions in Europe at the

middle of the 21st century. To evaluate changes due solely

to climate change, and the combined effect of climate

change and emissions changes, we present results where all

emissions were held at their 2000 values during all years,

and simulations where the gridded emissions were updated

every year according to the RCP4.5 scenario (cf. section

2.3). In both cases, we drive the deposition model with

meteorology for the years 1990�2009 and 2040�2059
generated by the regional climate model, to account for

the changes in climate. The uncertainty arising from the

driving meteorological data is assessed by utilising three

independent climate projections (cf. section 2.1). Boundary

concentrations of oxidants and all sulphur and nitrogen

containing species were the same for all years, throughout

all simulations (except for O3 in the simulations with

changing future emissions where an increase by 0.2 ppb(v)

year�1 was assumed, see Langner et al., 2012). For most

species the boundary concentrations undergo a seasonal

cycle, see Andersson et al. (2007) and Langner et al. (2012).

Changes in 20-year averages will only be considered if

found significant at the p�0.05 level, using a two-tailed

Student t-test (with 20-1 degrees of freedom), i.e. when

jtj�2.093, where:

t ¼ x2 � x1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2ð Þ

2

n2
þ s1ð Þ

2

n1

q

xi is the 20-year mean during period i, (si)
2 is the variance

of the 20 annual mean values during period i, and ni is the

number of values (�20) during each period.

2.3. Air pollution emissions

Anthropogenic emissions of sulphur (SO2 and sulphate),

nitrogen oxides (NO and NO2), ammonia (NH3), non-

methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs) and

carbon monoxide (CO) needed as input to the CTM were

interpolated to the MATCH grid from the global RCP4.5

inventory (Thomson et al., 2011). Historical (up to 2000)

emissions in the RCP inventories are based on the global

data of Lamarque et al. (2010). The RCP emissions are

provided at 10-year intervals and we linearly interpolated

these data to a 1-year time resolution. The RCP4.5 emis-

sions are also given for different sectors allowing us to

apply relevant temporal and vertical emission profiles.

In Fig. 2, we compare the total RCP4.5 emissions in the

27 European Union countries (EU-27) with data from

scenarios recently developed to support the revision of the

EU air quality strategy (Amann et al., 2012). The EU-27

emissions constitute roughly half of the emissions in the

modelling domain (cf. Table 2). Emissions of sulphur and

NOx are predicted to be reduced substantially in Europe

in all of these scenarios while ammonia emissions remain

almost constant. The summed RCP4.5 emission trend in

EU-27 is close to the Base scenario in Amann et al. (2012)

for both sulphur and nitrogen emissions.
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Emissions of isoprene from forests are calculated on-line

in MATCH as described in Langner et al. (2012), all other

natural or semi-natural emissions, not included in the

RCP4.5 scenarios, are ignored.

3. Results

3.1. Current conditions

Table 1 shows the statistical scores for sulphur and nitro-

gen compounds and precipitation across Europe when

running the CTM with meteorology from different climate

projections. The performance of MATCH, in this study, is

best for secondary particulate matter in air (sulphate,

nitrate, ammonium), with a relative bias of these species

typically around 910% and spatial correlations of 0.7�0.8.
The shorter-lived primary gaseous components are system-

atically underestimated while deposition and concentration

in precipitation are overestimated, indicating too rapid

initial mixing � possibly coupled to the coarse resolution of

the model, or too fast conversion and too efficient wet

deposition. The deficiencies are related to shortcomings

in the chemical and deposition schemes in MATCH but

also to imperfect meteorology. Too much, and too fre-

quent precipitation, which is a general feature of RCA3

(especially in the northern part of the domain, Lind and

Kjellström, 2009; Samuelsson et al., 2011) is expected to

lead to this type of result. For the climate projection with

the largest overestimation of precipitation compared to

the observations at the EMEP sites (ECHAM5_A1B_r3),

concentration in precipitation is better reproduced (lower

relative bias) than wet deposition. For the simulation with

only little overestimation of precipitation amount (CNRM_

A1B) wet deposition is closer to observations (lower rela-

tive bias) than concentration in precipitation. Sulphur � the

species where wet deposition is the most important sink

(�80% of total sulphur deposition in domain is wet

deposition) � has the largest relative bias in wet deposition

whereas reduced nitrogen, which features the lowest

relative importance of wet deposition, shows the lowest

relative bias.

The RMSE of all parameters considered is large, 50�
100%. The ECHAM5_A1B_r3 simulation generally has

the lowest RMSE among the climate projections. The

difference between the simulations is, however, small and it

is not possible to objectively and unambiguously determine

which climate data set is the best �or worst� driver to

the CTM. Overall, the performances of the CTM using

meteorological input downscaled from different GCMs

are very similar.

The present setup of the modelling system features

comparable performance over Europe to earlier studies

with MATCH using climate model output (e.g. Langner

et al., 2005, 2009). Applications of MATCH driven by

meteorological data constrained by observations typically

have lower bias for both atmospheric concentrations and

deposition. In the simulation with MATCH for the year

1999 using ERA40 as meteorological input presented by

Andersson et al. (2007), the relative bias for all air borne

components, except SO2, and for wet deposition was below

16%. In the present study, primary airborne components

have negative biases larger than 34%, and wet deposition

biases of 27�58% for sulphur and oxidised nitrogen. It

should be noted that biases in wet deposition in Andersson

Fig. 2. Annual anthropogenic emissions for EU-27 of sulphur

(top), nitrogen oxides (middle) and ammonia (bottom) for RCP4.5

and four different scenarios developed by the International

Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA). Base corresponds

to implementation of current legislation. Decarb correspond to an

80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions in 2050 and concurrent

reductions in sulphur and nitrogen emission. MTFR corresponds

to Maximum Technically Feasible Reduction and MCE corre-

sponds to Maximum Control Efforts.
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Table 2. Atmospheric turnover time (t0), average mass and deposition fluxes in the modelling domain during different periods

CNRM_A1B ECHAM5_A1B_r3 HadCM3_A1B_ref

Constant emissions Variable emissions Constant emissions Variable emissions Constant emissions Variable emissions

1990�2009 2040�2059 1990�2009 2040�2059 1990�2009 2040�2059 1990�2009 2040�2059 1990�2009 2040�2059 1990�2009 2040�2059

SOXa

t0 (days) 2.9 3.1 3.1 3.3 2.5 2.6* 2.6 2.9*** 2.7 2.9* 2.6 3.0***

Mass (Gg S) 65 67* 81 31*** 54 56** 69 27*** 59 61* 70 28***

Emis (Tg S yr�1) 9.9 9.9 12.1 3.6*** 9.9 9.9 12.1 3.6*** 9.9 9.9 12.1 3.6***

Drydep (Tg S yr�1) 1.7 1.7 2.3 0.8*** 1.6 1.6 2.2 0.8*** 1.6 1.7 2.0 0.7***

Wetdep (Tg S yr�1) 7.0 6.8 7.8 2.9*** 6.9 6.7 7.6 2.9*** 7.1 6.9 8.6 3.0***

NOYb

t0 (days) 3.2 3.3 3.9 4.3*** 3.1 3.1 3.8 4.2*** 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.8***

Mass (Gg N) 54 54 60 39*** 50 51 56 38*** 53 53 54 36***

Emis (Tg N yr�1) 6.3 6.3 6.5 3.1*** 6.3 6.3 6.5 3.1*** 6.3 6.3 6.5 3.1***

Drydep (Tg N yr�1) 1.8 1.9 1.8 1.0*** 1.70 1.75* 1.7 0.9*** 1.7 1.8* 1.8 1.0***

Wetdep (Tg N yr�1) 4.3 4.3 3.8 2.4*** 4.3 4.3 3.8 2.3*** 4.3 4.3 4.3 2.5***

NHXc

t0 (days) 1.9 2.0 1.9 1.7*** 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.4*** 1.6 1.8* 1.7 1.5***

Mass (Gg N) 29 30 28 24** 23 24 23 20** 25 26 25 22***

Emis (Tg N yr�1) 6.2 6.2 5.9 5.7 6.2 6.2 5.9 5.7 6.2 6.2 5.9 5.7

Drydep (Tg N yr�1) 2.2 2.3 2.1 2.4* 2.1 2.2 2.0 2.3* 2.2 2.2 2.0 2.3*

Wetdep (Tg N yr�1) 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.2* 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.3* 3.8 3.7 3.7 3.3**

t0 is defined as the 20-year mean of average mass in model domain during each month divided by the sum of all dry and wet deposition during that month. Values for 2040�2059
significantly different than the corresponding value in 1990�2009 at p�0.05 are marked with one star, for p�0.01 with two stars and for p�0.001 with 3 stars.
aSOX �SO2�sulphate � sulphur in this study.
bNOY �NO�NO2�HNO3�nitrate�PAN�N2O5�NO3-radical �oxidised nitrogen in this study.
cNHX �NH3�ammonium � reduced nitrogen in this study.
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et al. (2007) are negative while the present study features

substantial positive biases in wet deposition of all compo-

nents, due to overestimation of precipitation in the climate

model during the reference period.

Figure 3 shows the average distributions of dry-, wet- and

total deposition of sulphur, oxidised and reduced nitrogen

for the period 1990�2009 simulated using HadCM3_A1B_

ref meteorology and RCP4.5 emissions for the year 2000.

The maps for the different chemical components display

several similarities but also some differences. Sulphur de-

position is largest in east and south Europe whereas nitro-

gen deposition maximises in central and western Europe

although deposition of reduced nitrogen is also high in

several south European countries. Deposition of all species

is low in North Africa and north Fennoscandia. Dry

deposition is smaller than wet deposition for all compo-

nents except reduced nitrogen, and is also more restricted

to land areas where near-surface atmospheric concentra-

tions are highest � due to the proximity to the sources. Wet

deposition has a smoother pattern and reaches further

from the source regions for all components and feature

local maxima in mountainous areas where precipitation is

higher. In the maps displaying wet deposition the observed

station values used in the model evaluation (Table 1) are

indicated. The figures illustrate the general overestimation

of the wet deposition compared to observations in our

simulations and we conclude that no part of the domain is

performing better or worse than any other.

3.2. Deposition changes

Figures 4�6 show calculated change in the total deposi-

tion of sulphur, oxidised and reduced nitrogen from 2000

(1990�2009) to 2050 (2040�2059). Small but statistically

significant increases of, in particular, oxidised nitrogen

total deposition due to climate change can be seen in

central Europe. For the CNRM_A1B simulation, the

increasing precipitation in central Mediterranean results

in increasing wet (and total) deposition in this area while

the decrease in precipitation in ECHAM_A1B_r3 and

HadCM3_A1B_ref in the Mediterranean leads to corre-

sponding decreases in wet (and total) deposition. The large

increase in precipitation in northern Europe simulated

by HadCM3_A1B_ref (Fig. 1) is not accompanied by a

corresponding increase in wet deposition (not shown)

although some areas with significant increase can be seen.

This is related to a shift in circulation in the HadCM3_

A1B_ref simulation resulting in a more zonal circulation

situation leading to decreased long-range transport from

central to northern Europe. The dry deposition (not

shown) increases in most of the domain due to climate

change, particularly for oxidised nitrogen. The most abun-

dant oxidised nitrogen species in our simulation of current

climate is PAN (34% of oxidised nitrogen mass in model

domain), followed by HNO3 (22%), nitrate (22%) and

NO2 (18%). Climate change results in increased amount

of HNO3 and nitrate in the model domain but reduced

amount of PAN. The increase in HNO3 and nitrate is

related both to the decrease in precipitation in the major

source regions and to increased photochemical production

due to reduced cloudiness while the decrease of PAN is

related to an increase in thermal decomposition due to

increasing temperatures. Increasing HNO3 inevitably leads

to increasing dry deposition of oxidised nitrogen across the

domain due to the efficient dry deposition of this species.

Decreased formation of PAN means that less oxidised

nitrogen is exported from Europe to other regions.

Changes in total deposition due solely to climate change

are dwarfed by the expected change in deposition following

trends in emissions for all species considered in the present

study. For sulphur and oxidised nitrogen, there is a con-

sistent decrease of deposition throughout Europe when

both emission changes and climate change are taken into

account (lower rows of Figs. 4�5). The corresponding

change in reduced nitrogen (lower row of Fig. 6) features

increasing deposition in western Europe and only small

decreases in north-eastern Europe and some Mediterranean

countries. The trends in reduced nitrogen deposition are

mainly the result of reduced sulphur emissions and altered

atmospheric lifetime of reduced nitrogen and to a lesser

extent due to changes in NH3 emissions. Reduced emis-

sions of sulphur lead to decreased formation of ammonium

sulphate, which leaves a larger fraction of the emitted

NH3 remaining in the gas phase. Gaseous NH3 readily

dry deposits and has a shorter atmospheric lifetime than

ammonium sulphate. Decreased sulphur emissions thus

lead to shorter transport distances for reduced nitrogen

and more local deposition of NH3. Emission of NH3 in

the utilised RCP4.5 inventory also increase from 2000 to

2050 in Great Britain, the Netherlands, Belgium, Poland,

Portugal and in the countries south and east of the

Mediterranean while emissions are unchanged or slightly

decreasing in most other countries (including e.g. France

and Germany). Total emissions of NH3 in the model

domain decrease by 3% (cf. Table 2). The large change in

sulphur emissions also leads to increased atmospheric

lifetime of oxidised nitrogen due to the increased formation

of ammonium nitrate, which lessens HNO3 concentration

and thereby almost halve the dry deposition of oxidised

nitrogen in the future situation with less sulphur available.

To isolate the effect of varying sulphur emissions on

the deposition pattern of reduced nitrogen, we performed

one simulation (not shown) using HadCM3_A1B_ref

meteorology for 2040�2059 with the NH3 emissions held

at their 2000-values, all other factors unchanged. In this

experiment, reduced nitrogen dry deposition in 2040�2059

8 M. ENGARDT AND J. LANGNER



increase substantially over most of the domain compared

to the situation in 1990�2009. Most of the change is due to

increased dry deposition of reduced nitrogen while wet

deposition increase slightly in central Europe. The resulting

total deposition of reduced nitrogen is very similar to the

experiment with varying NH3 emissions (lower right panel

in Fig. 6). This confirms that the simulated changes in

deposition of reduced nitrogen are mainly driven by de-

creased production of ammonium sulphate due to reduced

sulphur emission and not by the relatively small change

in NH3 emissions expected over Europe in the RCP4.5

inventory. For an excellent discussion on the coupling

Fig. 3. Average deposition of sulphur (left), oxidised nitrogen (middle) and reduced nitrogen (right) for the period 1990�2009 using

HadCM3_A1B_ref meteorology and emissions from RCP4.5 held at their 2000 values. Top: Dry deposition. Middle: Wet deposition.

Bottom: Sum of dry and wet deposition. Coloured circles indicate the observed wet deposition values at the stations used in the model

evaluation given in Table 1. Units: mg S/N m�2 yr�1.
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between SO2 and oxidised- and reduced nitrogen species

during a recent historical period, see Fagerli and Aas

(2008).

Figure 7 shows the expected change in total deposition of

fixed nitrogen (oxidised- plus reduced nitrogen) from 2000

to 2050 taking both climate change and emission changes

into account. The relatively large increase in reduced

nitrogen deposition in western Europe (cf. Fig. 6) offsets

the decreasing oxidised nitrogen deposition (Fig. 5),

resulting in only small decreases of fixed nitrogen over an

extended region from Portugal to Germany and also

including UK and Ireland.

Calculated atmospheric turnover times (Bolin and

Rodhe, 1973), total mass and deposition fluxes of sulphur,

oxidised- and reduced nitrogen in the model domain for

the different simulations are provided in Table 2. Altered

emissions have a large impact on the simulated atmospheric

turnover times. Emission changes increase the atmospheric

turnover time of sulphur and oxidised nitrogen and decrease

the atmospheric turnover time of reduced nitrogen as

discussed above. Changes averaged over the three dif-

ferent climate projections are �11, �12 and �12%,

respectively. Climate change alone increases the atmo-

spheric turnover time of sulphur and reduced nitrogen in

the modelling domain by 5�8% from 2000 to 2050 (cf. Table

2) while the change for oxidised nitrogen is small. The

increase in atmospheric turnover time due to climate change

is mainly brought about by decreasing wet deposition.

Referring to Fig. 1, precipitation is mainly decreasing in and

around the Mediterranean but increasing in the northern

part of the domain. This is translated into the decreasing

total deposition generally seen over the Mediterranean and

adjacent areas (cf. Figs. 4�6, a�c). A consequence of climate

change is thus that sulphur and ammonia emitted in

southern Europe remain longer in the atmosphere and

are being transported over longer distances across Europe.

(a)  CNRM_A1B                                                   (b)  ECHAM_A1B_r3                                               (c)  HadCM3_A1B_ref                                           

(d)  CNRM_A1B                                                   (e)  ECHAM_A1B_r3                                               

-5000 -2000 -1000 -500 -200 -100 0 100 200 500 20001000
mg S/(m2*year)

(f)  HadCM3_A1B_ref                                            

Fig. 4. Change in total deposition of sulphur from 1990�2009 to 2040�2059. Top: Only changing climate. Bottom: Changing climate and

changing emissions. Only changes significant at the p�0.05 level are shown.
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The decrease in total deposition of sulphur, oxidised- and

reduced nitrogen in the model domain is smaller than the

decrease in emissions in the simulations with changed

climate and changed emissions.

4. Discussion

When including both climate- and emission changes, the

resulting patterns of deposition changes of sulphur- and

nitrogen-containing species are very similar in the different

climate projections, indicating that emission changes

(which are identical across the experiments) dominate

over trends induced by climate change. The decrease in

sulphur deposition is particularly prominent whilst deposi-

tion of reduced nitrogen is found to increase in certain

parts of the domain and decrease in other from 2000

to 2050. Based on SRES scenarios updated to include

European air quality commitments, Syri et al. (2004) also

noted that changes in emissions dominate over changes in

meteorology when quantifying future deposition of sulphur

and oxidised nitrogen over Finland. In this study we have

used the RCP4.5 scenario (Thomson et al., 2011). It has

been argued (e.g. Fiore et al., 2012) that the RCP air

pollutant emissions may not be a likely projection for

Europe or on the global scale. For Europe, future emis-

sions from shipping are particularly uncertain. Our analysis

of the data indicates that the total emissions in Euro-27

are similar to recent estimates focussing on air pollutant

emissions (Amann et al., 2012). We have not analysed

spatial and sectorial differences, which admittedly do have

impacts on the results.

In the present study, we have assumed that the contribu-

tion from emissions outside the model domain is small and

that it will not change over time. This is in line with the

findings in TF-HTAP (2010) where intercontinental con-

tributions to deposition of sulphur and reactive nitrogen

was estimated to be 9 and 4%, respectively for year 2001

emissions. If emissions outside Europe would undergo

(d)  CNRM_A1B                                                   (e)  ECHAM_A1B_r3                                               

-5000 -2000 -1000 -500 -200 -100 0 100 200 500 20001000

mg N/(m2*year)

(f)  HadCM3_A1B_ref                                            

(a)  CNRM_A1B                                                   (b)  ECHAM_A1B_r3                                               (c)  HadCM3_A1B_ref                                           

Fig. 5. Change in total deposition of oxidised nitrogen from 1990�2009 to 2040�2059. Top: Only changing climate. Bottom: Changing

climate and changing emissions. Only changes significant at the p�0.05 level are shown.
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(a)  CNRM_A1B                                                   (b)  ECHAM_A1B_r3                                               (c)  HadCM3_A1B_ref                                           

-5000 -2000 -1000 -500 -200 -100 0 100 200 500 20001000
mg N/(m2*year)

(d)  CNRM_A1B                                                   (e)  ECHAM_A1B_r3                                               (f)  HadCM3_A1B_ref                                            

Fig. 6. Change in total deposition of reduced nitrogen from 1990�2009 to 2040�2059. Top: Only changing climate. Bottom: Changing

climate and changing emissions. Only changes significant at the p�0.05 level are shown.

(a)  CNRM_A1B                                                   (b)  ECHAM_A1B_r3                                               

–5000 –2000 –1000 –500 –200 –100 0 100 200 500 20001000
mg N/(m2*year)

(c)  HadCM3_A1B_ref                                           

Fig. 7. Change in total deposition of fixed nitrogen (oxidised- plus reduced nitrogen) from 1990�2009 to 2040�2059 following changes in

climate and emissions. Only changes significant at the p�0.05 level are shown.
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substantial changes, our assumption may not hold. Note,

however, that North African emissions of sulphur and

nitrogen are increasing with time in the RCP4.5 scenario

but these trends seem to have limited impact on European

sulphur and nitrogen deposition.

The comparison of the model simulations with observed

concentrations and deposition reveal substantial differ-

ences between observed and modelled values. Apart from

biases in the simulated meteorology, the underestimation of

primary components could also be related to real-world

emissions being much higher in the 1990s when some of

the observational data where collected. The modelling

set-up used for validation operated with emissions fixed

at their values at 2000 when emissions of sulphur and

oxidised nitrogen were substantially lower than a decade

earlier.

Although temperature and precipitation differed among

the climate simulations used for driving the CTM (CNRM_

A1B featuring the lowest bias and RMSE for precipitation

at EMEP stations, for example), it was not possible to

unambiguously identify one meteorological driver which

produced the best correspondence with observations.

CNRM_A1B likely has the lowest bias, on average, while

ECHAM_A1B_r3 features the lowest RMSE of the

species considered in this study. For ECHAM_A1B_r3

and HadCM3_A1B_ref there are statistically significant

changes in the atmospheric turnover time of sulphur and

reduced nitrogen due solely to climate change. Differences

in atmospheric turnover time between the three climate

projections for any period or set of emissions are of the

same magnitude as the change in atmospheric turnover

time from 2000 to 2050 for the respective climate projec-

tion. This reflects the variation and uncertainty in the

climate simulations. Based on our evaluation of precipita-

tion at 62 EMEP stations across Europe, we conclude that

the climate models perform markedly different and often

feature large RMSE and biases for this meteorological

variable that has such an important role in the cycling of

sulphur and nitrogen in the atmosphere.

5. Conclusions

We have studied the relative importance of changes in

regional climate and air pollution emissions for the future

deposition of sulphur and nitrogen over Europe. We

utilised three different climate projections based on the

SRES-A1B greenhouse gas emission scenario and air

pollution emissions from the RCP4.5 scenario. The follow-

ing conclusions can be drawn:

� Although different global climate models result in

different climate in regional climate projections over

Europe, the choice of driving meteorology for the

CTM calculations are of less importance for dedu-

cing sulphur and nitrogen deposition in our simula-

tions covering the period 2000�2050. The model

performance during present climate and the calcu-

lated change are similar between our three climate

projections.

� Future deposition of sulphur and nitrogen contain-

ing species over Europe will mainly be governed by

future levels of air pollution emissions. For sulphur,

oxidised- and reduced nitrogen, our study indicates

domain average reductions of total deposition by

63, 41 and 0.9%, respectively, when climate and

emission changes from 2000 to 2050 are taken into

account. For comparison, emission reductions of

these species are 70, 52 and 3% in our simulations.

� Changes in climate and emissions lead to altered

atmospheric lifetime of many atmospheric species.

From 2000 to 2050, climate change alone leads to

increasing atmospheric turnover times of sulphur

and reduced nitrogen with 5�8%. Climate change

combined with emission changes lead to decreased

atmospheric turnover time of reduced nitrogen with

12% and increased atmospheric turnover time of

sulphur and oxidised nitrogen with 11 and 12%,

respectively, over the same period.
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